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The description of each Hero tile may contain:

Condition: Youmust satisfy the given condition to use the
effect of the tile.

Timing:Determines when you can use the tile.

Action: Youmay perform an additional Action (Mining,
Trade, or Combat) when using the tile.

Combat with Dragons: If a tile depicts the Dragon icon with a
cross , you cannot use its effects during Combat against
Dragons (but youmay still have it placed on your Hero
board).

Weapon and Combat / First Strike Ability
tiles: All tiles used to attack theMonster in
the First Strike or Hero-Attack Roll step work
the same. The Hero-player rolls 2 dice and
deals Damage according to the Final Combat
Value, as described in the Combat Action
section of the Rulebook, page 16. If a tile has
any unique differences, you can find amore
detailed description in this Appendix.

This booklet contains a detailed account about the specifics
of your adventures in Euthia.

Hero Tiles

Introduction

General Rules for Hero tiles

You cannot choose to ignore an effect.

For example: Fury’s effect is to deal
4 additional Damage and suffer 2 Injuries.
You cannot choose to not suffer
the 2 Injuries.

Youmust apply as much as possible of any effect. Any
leftover part of it is lost, with no further effect.

For example: As Áel, you choose to use
Healing Ability to heal by 2. However, your
current Health is only 1 short of your
Maximum Health, so you only heal by 1 as a
part of the Healing effect. The rest of the
effect is lost.

Youmay choose to use a tile withmultiple
effects, even if some of the effects result in nothing
happening.

For example: As Áel, you choose to use Ray
of Pain which deals 1 Damage and heals 1
Injury. You may still deal 1 additional
Damage, even if you are at Maximum
Health.

If a tile hasmultiple effects, which would occur at the same
time, youmay choose the order they occur, unless stated
otherwise.

Timing Action Condition

Equipment
(brown background)

Abilities
(background in a color of your Hero)

Armor Set of
3 or more parts

Armor Set of
4 or more parts

Trade Action Combat ActionMining Action

Timing icons
on Hero tiles
used for attack
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Áel
Staff of Light
Starting Tile

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Magic Barrier
Starting Tile

Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

Make a Hero Roll: According to its Final
Value, reduce the total number of Injuries
inflicted on Áel in this Combat Round.

Contemplation

Timing: Permanent effect

For eachMove point spent (to move), heal 1
Injury.

Teleport note: You do not spendMove points to teleport.
Due to this, teleporting does not trigger the Healing effect of
this tile.

Fire Elemental note: If you enter a hex influenced by a Fire
Elemental, you can choose to heal before or after getting
Injured.

Merchant

Timing:During a Trade Action

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Reduce the purchase price of one Item or one service
(Healing, Unveiling, or Training) by 1 Gold to aminimum
cost of 0 Gold.
Note: You cannot combine this effect with any other
effect allowing you to reduce the price.

◆ In addition to the standard rules for Changing the Offer,
youmay Change the Offer up to two additional times for
free.

Light Beam

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Lunar Staff

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Additionally, according to the Hero’s Final
Combat Value, subtract 2 from theMonster’s
Combat Value during the nextMonster Attack of this
Combat.

Haggle

Timing: Outside of Combat at a Place of
Trade

Action: Trade

Perform one or both of the following effects:

◆ Perform a Trade Action.

◆ Reduce the purchase price of one Item, or the Training
cost of one Ability, by up to 2, to aminimum cost of 1.

Notes:

You cannot combine this effect with any other effect
allowing you to reduce the price.

Youmay perform any number of Trades before using the
discount to purchase.

This may be used right after Training Haggle during an
ongoing Trade Action.

Serene Walk

Timing: Outside of Combat

Receive 2 Move points.

Ray of Pain

Timing: After Hero-Attack Roll

If the Hero’s Final Combat Value is 9 or more,
deal 1 additional Damage and heal 1 Injury.

Treatment

Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero Healing
phase

Make a Hero Roll: According to its Final
Value, heal by the corresponding value.

Guardian

Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

Make a Hero Roll: According to its Final
Value, reduce the Monster’s Combat Value.

Healing

Condition: Armor Set of 3 or more parts.

Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero Healing
phase

Heal by 2.
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Enhanced Gaar

Timing: At the same time you use a Gaar to
modify a roll, both during Combat or outside
of Combat

The Gaar being used adds or subtracts 4 (instead of
the usual 2). You still must re-roll a die as usual. Youmay use
additional Gaar tokens, but theymodify by 2 as normal.

Additionally, if used during Combat, the Monster-player
cannot use Gaar tokens tomodify this roll anymore (even
through the use of the Ongoing effect of Soul Control card).

Note: The effect of Enhanced Gaar does not affect Gaar
tokens that were already played.

Shii’s Healing

Condition: Armor Set of 4 or more parts

Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero Healing
phase

Heal by 2 and add 2 to the nextHero Roll.

Implosion

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Starlight Staff

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Additionally, according to the Hero’s Final
Combat Value, heal by the corresponding
value.

Divine Gems

Timing: Anytime effect

Flip all inactive Gems on your Equipment
tiles to their active side.

Lightning

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Sacred Armor

Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

Make a Hero Roll: According to its Final
Value, reduce the Injuries inflicted on Áel in
this Combat Round.

Starlight Rite

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Additionally, according to the Hero’s Final
Combat Value, heal by the corresponding
value.

Shii’s Blessing

Timing: The timing of the Ability that is
being used by Shii’s Blessing

Choose one of your exhausted Abilities
(except for Starlight Rite and Divine Strike), then perform its
effect as usual. Leave the tile exhausted.

Divine Strike

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll
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Dral
Barbed Club

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Rage

Timing: After Hero-Attack Roll

Add 1 to the Hero’s Combat Value. Also, deal
1 Damage to the Monster.

Intimidate

Timing:During a Trade Action

Reduce the purchase price of one Item or the
Training cost of one Ability by up to 2, to a
minimum cost of 1.

Note: You cannot combine this effect with any other
effect allowing you to reduce the price.

Stamina

Permanent effect:While Trained, add 1 to
your Sackmodifiers (see Rulebook, page 27).
This is still in effect, even if the tile is
exhausted.

Outside of Combat: Exhaust to receive 1 Move point.

Mule

Condition: Armor Set of 3 or more parts

Permanent effect:While Trained, add 2 to
your Sackmodifiers (see Rulebook, page 27).
This is still in effect, even if the tile is exhausted.

Outside of Combat: Exhaust to receive 1 Move point.

Halberd

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Extortion

Timing:During a Trade Action

Reduce the purchase price of one Item by up
to 5, to aminimum cost of 2, and lose 1
Reputation.

Note: You cannot combine this effect with any other
effect allowing you to reduce the price.

Rusty Sword
Starting Tile

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Furious Charge

Timing: Outside of Combat

Move to a hex with an undefeated Monster or
to the Lair of an Elite Monster, up to 3 hexes
away and in a straight line. As usual, youmust have an
available Combat Action, and immediately use it to fight the
Monster (after entering such a hex).

You cannot move throughMonsters.

You cannot use Furious Charge if standing in the center of a
Special tile.

Subtract 2 from theMonster’s Combat Value, during thefirst
Monster Attack of that Combat.

Prospector
Used only in the Solo/Coop Game

Timing: Outside of Combat on aMining hex

Action:Mining

Draw 2 Natural Resource tiles (instead of 1). Choose one to
keep and discard the other one.

Note: The effect of the Mining Cart symbol cannot be
used during this Mining Action.

Prospector
Used only in the 2-4 player game

Timing: Outside of Combat on aMining hex

Action:Mining

Do not pay Gold to other players who have an Interaction
token on the hex where you are Mining.

Dodge

Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

Subtract 2 from theMonster’s Combat Value.

Scout

Timing: Outside of Combat

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Receive 1 Move point.

◆ Secretly look at the top two cards of any oneMonster
deck, then return both cards (in any order) to the top or
bottom of the deck, or place one card on top of the deck,
and one on the bottom.
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Broadsword

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Counterattack

Condition: Armor Set of 3 or more parts

Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

Subtract 4 from theMonster’s Combat Value.
Also, deal 1 Damage to the Monster at the same time as the
Monster inflicts Injuries on the Hero at the end of the
Monster Attack phase. This can result in both the Hero and
theMonster being killed at the same time (follow all steps
for both the Death of the Monster and Death of the Hero in
Combat).

Hunter

Timing: Outside of Combat

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Receive 2 Move points.

◆ Secretly look at the top three cards of any oneMonster
deck, then return any number of cards to the top of the
deck (in any order), and the rest of them to the bottom
of the deck (in any order).

Brawler

Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

According to the Hero’s Final Combat Value,
deal additional Damage. Also, subtract 2
from theMonster’s Combat Value during the nextMonster
Attack of this Combat.

Throwing Axe

Timing: First Strike

Frenzy

Timing: After Hero-Attack Roll

If the Hero’s Final Combat Value is between
0 and 8, deal 3 additional Damage. Also,
subtract 3 from the Hero’s Combat Value during the next
Hero Attack of this Combat.

War Axe

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Fury

Timing: After Hero-Attack Roll

If the Hero’s Final Combat Value is 9 or
more, deal 4 additional Damage. Also, after
you deal Damage to the Monster, suffer 2 Injuries (regardless
if the Monster was defeated or not).

Notes:

If you defeat the Monster or Dragon, you still receive the
Reward, even if you die due to the Injuries suffered from
Fury.

If you die due to the Injuries suffered from Fury, and the
Monster was not defeated, put the Monster card face
down on top of the appropriate Monster deck, then,
perform the steps as if you died outside of Combat, see
Rulebook, page 25.

Slayer

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll
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Quarterstaff
Starting Tile

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Merchant

Timing:During a Trade Action

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Reduce the purchase price of one Item or one service
(Healing, Unveiling, or Training) by 1 Gold to aminimum
cost of 0 Gold.
Note: You cannot combine this effect with any other
effect allowing you to reduce the price.

◆ In addition to the standard rules for Changing the Offer,
youmay Change the Offer up to two additional times for
free.

Pickpocket

Timing: Outside of Combat at a Place of
Trade, both during or outside of a Trade
Action

Attempt to steal an Item by performing the following steps:

1. Choose an Item (worth 3 Gold or less) from the Offer of
the Place of Trade you are at.

2. Make a Hero Roll:

If the roll is between 2 and 7, you failed to steal the
Item and lose 1 Reputation.

If the roll is 8 or more, take the Item from the Offer,
as if you purchased it, but pay nothing. Refill the
empty slot with a new tile as usual.

Note: If you are currently performing a Trade Action, you
may immediately sell the stolen Item.

Feint

Condition: Armor Set of 3 or more parts.

Choose one of the following options:

◆ After any Hero Roll: Add 2 to your roll.

◆ After Monster-Attack Roll: Subtract 2 from the
Monster’s Combat Value.

Dagger

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Keleia
Thief

Timing: Outside of Combat at a Place of
Trade, both during or outside of a Trade
Action

Attempt to steal an Item by performing the following steps:

1. Choose an Item (worth a total value of 6 Gold or less)
from the Offer of the Place of Trade you are at.

2. Make a Hero Roll:

If the Final Value is between 2 and 7, you failed to
steal the Item and lose 2 Reputation.

If the Final Value is between 8 and 12, take the Item
from the Offer, as if you purchased it, but pay
nothing. Lose 1 Reputation. Refill the empty slot with
a new tile as usual.

If the Final Value is 13 or more, take the Item from the
Offer, as if you purchased it, but pay nothing. Refill
the empty slot with a new tile as usual.

Note: If you are currently performing a Trade Action, you
may immediately sell the stolen Item.

Stealth

Timing: Outside of Combat

Receive 2 Move points.

This turn, youmaymove through and/or endmovement on
hexes containingMonsters without performing a Combat
Action.

Immediately end this effect once you perform any other
Action / Free Action.

Youmust liberate a hex to perform its Action / Free Action as
usual.

If you end your turn on a hex with an undefeated Monster, at
the beginning of your next turn, youmust proceed with one
of the following options (before you do anything else):

◆ Perform a Combat Action.

◆ Use Stealth again, Shadow (see below), or Potion of
Invisibility (see page 16) to Move from the hex.

Hunting Bow

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Throwing Knife

Timing: First Strike
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Backstab

Condition: Armor Set of 4 or more parts

Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

Subtract 2 from theMonster’s Combat Value. Also, deal 1
Damage to the Monster at the same time as the Monster
inflicts Injuries on the Hero at the end of the Monster Attack
phase. This can result in both the Hero and theMonster
being killed at the same time (follow all steps for both the
Death of the Monster and Death of the Hero in Combat).

Knock Down

Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

According to the Hero’s Final Combat Value,
subtract the corresponding value from the
Monster’s Combat Value during the next Monster Attack of
this Combat. Also, if the Hero’s Final Combat Value is 9 or
more, deal 1 additional Damage.

Prospector
Used only in the Solo/Coop Game

Timing: Outside of Combat on aMining hex

Action:Mining

Draw 2 Natural Resource tiles (instead of 1). Choose one to
keep and discard the other.

Note: The effect of the Mining Cart symbol cannot be
used during this Mining Action.

Prospector
Used only in the 2-4 player game

Timing: Outside of Combat on aMining hex

Action:Mining

Do not pay Gold to other players who have an Interaction
token on the hex where you are Mining.

Haggle

Timing:Outside of Combat at a Place of Trade

Action: Trade

Perform one or both of the following effects:

◆ Perform a Trade Action.

◆ Reduce the purchase price of one Item, or the Training
cost of one Ability, by up to 2, to aminimum cost of 1.

Notes:

You cannot combine this effect with any other effect
allowing you to reduce the price.

Youmay perform any number of Trades before using the
discount to purchase.

This may be used right after Training Haggle during an
ongoing Trade Action.

Javelin

Timing: First Strike

Spear

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Master Thief

Condition: Armor Set of 3 or more parts.

Timing: Outside of Combat at a Place of
Trade, both during or outside of a Trade
Action

Attempt to steal an Item by performing the following steps:

1. Choose an Item (worth a total value of 13 Gold or less)
from the Offer of the location you are at

2. Make a Hero Roll:

If the Final Value is between 2 and 8, you failed to
steal the Item and lose 3 Reputation.

If the Final Value is between 9 and 13, take the Item
from the Offer, as if you purchased it, but pay
nothing. Lose 2 Reputation. Refill the empty slot with
a new tile as usual.

If the Final Value is 14 or more, take the Item from the
Offer, as if you purchased it, but pay nothing. Lose 1
Reputation. Refill the empty slot with a new tile as
usual.

Note: If you are currently performing a Trade Action, you
may immediately sell the stolen Item.

Shadow

Timing: Outside of Combat

Receive 3 Move points.

This turn, youmaymove through and/or endmovement on
hexes containingMonsters without performing a Combat
Action.

Immediately end this effect once you perform any other
Action / Free Action.

Youmust liberate a hex to perform its Action / Free Action as
usual.

If you end your turn on a hex with an undefeated Monster, at
the beginning of your next turn, youmust proceed with one
of the following (before doing anything else):

◆ Perform a Combat Action.

◆ Use Shadow again, Stealth (see above), or Potion of
Invisibility (see page 16) to Move from the hex.
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Maeldur

Double Strike

Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

Subtract 4 from the Hero’s Combat Value.

Once the Hero’s Final Combat Value is determined, double
the Damage dealt by yourWeapon. After doubling, reduce
dealt Damage by 1.

Note:Double Strike only doubles the Damage caused
directly by theWeapon, i.e. not from any other source of
Damage, like Scroll of Enhancement, Fire Essence, etc.

Agile Dodge

Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

Subtract 5 from theMonster’s Combat Value.

Crippling Blow

Timing: After Hero-Attack Roll

If the Hero’s Final Combat Value is 11 or
more, deal 2 additional Damage. Also, during
the nextMonster Attack of this Combat, reduce the Injuries
inflicted on you by 2.

Fierce

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Staff of Fire
Starting Tile

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Lord of Portals

Timing: Outside of Combat

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Teleport to any Portal on theMap.

◆ Teleport 1 hex away.

The Threat ofMirrezil note:Even if the Event that prevents
Portals frombeing used is in play, you can use Lord of Portals.

Merchant

Timing:During a Trade Action

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Reduce the purchase price of one Item or one service
(Healing, Unveiling, or Training) by 1 Gold to aminimum
cost of 0 Gold.
Note: You cannot combine this effect with any other
effect allowing you to reduce the price.

◆ In addition to the standard rules for Changing the Offer,
youmay Change the Offer up to two additional times for
free.

Fire Arrow

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Focus

Timing: After any Hero Roll

Add 2 to your roll.

Blazing Hands

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Concentration

Condition: Armor Set of 4 or more parts

Timing: After any Hero Roll

Add 4 to your roll.

Fireball

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Guardian

Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

Make a Hero Roll: According to its Final
Value, reduce the Monster’s Combat Value.

Alchemist

Timing: Anytime effect

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Take 1 Healing Potion tile from the supply.

◆ Take 1 Gaar token from the supply.
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Spherewalker

Timing: Outside of Combat

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Teleport up to 2 hexes away.

◆ Teleport to any Place of Trade on theMap.

Remember: You cannot Teleport to Dragonslayer Towers
unless all surrounding hexes are liberated.

Implosion

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Volcano Staff

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Additionally, according to the Hero’s Final
Combat Value, add the corresponding value
to the Hero’s Combat Value during the nextHero Attack of
this Combat.

Inferno

Timing: First Strike

Lightning

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Gem Extraction

Timing: Permanent effect

Remove a Gem from a slot on your
Equipment. Youmay immediately place it on
another slot, sell it (if during a Trade Action), or store it. It
may be active or inactive, and it stays that way when
removed.

Enhanced Gaar

Timing: At the same time you use a Gaar to
modify a roll, both during Combat or outside
of Combat

The Gaar being used adds or subtracts 4 (instead of the usual
2). You still must re-roll a die as usual. Youmay use
additional Gaar tokens, but theymodify by 2 as normal.

Additionally, if used during Combat, the Monster-player
cannot use Gaar tokens tomodify this roll anymore (even
through the use of the Ongoing effect of Soul Control card).

Note: The effect of Enhanced Gaar does not affect Gaar
tokens that were already played.

Empower

Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

According to the Hero’s Final Combat Value,
deal additional Damage as shown.

Enhanced Potion

Timing: At the same time you use a Healing
Potion

The used Healing Potion heals 3 more
Injuries than usual.

Ball Lightning

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Firestorm

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Power of Dwurt

Some of Skoldur’s Hero tiles have additional effects if you
spend Dwurt tokens.

For example: Hammer (see below) has an additional effect.
You can spend 1 Dwurt token for additional Damage.

If aWeapon tile has this effect, youmust decide to use it
(and spend the Dwurt token(s)) before the Hero-Attack Roll
is made.

For example: If you attack with Hammer, you must spend
1 Dwurt token before the Hero-Attack Roll is made to deal
1 additional Damage.

Each of these effects can only be used once per Combat
Round.

For example: You cannot spend 3 Dwurt tokens to get the effect
of the Hammer tile 3 times.

The effect can only be used if that tile is being used for its
other effects.

For example: If you have 2 Weapons, you cannot use the effects
on both of them, only the one depicted on the Weapon that you
attack with this Combat Round.

Remember: For each Dwurt token you spend (anytime, for
any effect), increase the value of the Dwurt die by 1
(see Rulebook, page 34).

Skoldur
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Hammer
Starting Tile

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Before the roll: Youmay spend 1 Dwurt token
to deal 1 additional Damage during
the Hero Attack step.

Wooden Shield
Starting Tile

Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

TheMonster’s Combat Value is reduced by 3.
Also, the Hero’s Combat Value is reduced by
2 during the nextHero Attack of this Combat.

Tunnels

Timing: Outside of Combat on aMining hex

Teleport to another Mining hex up to
4 hexes away.

Treasure Hunter

Timing: Outside of Combat on a Treasure hex
that does not have your Hero token placed
there.

Choose one of the following options:

◆ If the hex currently contains a Hero Token of another
player, youmay find 1 Treasure, i.e. draw the top
Treasure tile from the appropriate Treasure stack. Place
your Hero token on the hex. The other Hero token
remains on that hex.

◆ If the hex currently does not contain any Hero tokens,
youmay find two Treasures, i.e. draw the top 2 Treasure
tiles from the appropriate Treasure stack. Place your
Hero token on the hex as usual.

The Threat of Mirrezil note: If a Hero invokes Defense
Magic on a hex that contains two Hero tokens, only the
Hero invoking gets to keep their Hero token on the hex.
Remove the Hero token owned by another player and
place it on the Scenario board under the Round track. It
will be used during Final Scoring as usual.

Gumran’s Path

Timing: Outside of Combat, immediately
after your Combat or Mining Action ends

Receive 1 Dwurt token.

Mine Lord

Timing: Outside of Combat on aMining hex

Action:Mining

In addition to the Mining Action, youmay
spend 1 Dwurt token to immediately take 1 Gem token of the
type depicted on the tile you just mined.
For example: You mine a Raw Ruby, then you spend 1 Dwurt token
to take 1 Ruby Gem.

Raw Euthiumnote: If mined, and you spend
1 Dwurt token, choose any 1 Gem to take,
except Diamond or Demon Stone.

Double Axe

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Before the roll: Youmay spend 1 Dwurt token
to deal 1 additional Damage during
the Hero Attack step.

Moorgot’s Fate

Timing: Outside of Combat

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Spend 2 Dwurt tokens to receive 3 Move
points.

◆ Roll the Dwurt die. Continue to add to the rolled result
as normal.

Moorgot’s Dilemma

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Outside of Combat: Receive 1 Move
point and heal by 1.

◆ Before Hero-Attack Roll: Youmay spend 1 Dwurt token
to add 2 to the Hero’s Combat Value.
Also, deal 1 additional Damage after the Hero’s Final
Combat Value is determined.

Battle Cry

Timing: Anytime effect

Choose any die except the Die of Hope or
Dwurt die and turn it to the opposite side.
For example: A die of value 2 is turned to show a value of 5.

Hidden Passages

Timing: Outside of Combat at a Place
of Trade or on aMining hex

Teleport to another Mining hex or Place
of Trade up to 5 hexes away.

Light Crossbow

Timing: First Strike

Before the roll: Youmay spend 1 Dwurt token
to add 3 to your Combat Value. Also, the
Monster’s Combat Value is reduced by 2 during the next
Monster Attack of this Combat.
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Gromir’s Mace

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Before the roll: Youmay spend 2 Dwurt
tokens to deal 3 additional Damage during
the Hero Attack step.

Additionally, according to the Hero’s Final Combat Value,
reduce the Monster’s Combat Value by the corresponding
value during the nextMonster Attack of this Combat.

Dwarven Shield

Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

Youmay spend 1 Dwurt token to reduce the
Injuries inflicted on you by 1.

TheMonster’s Combat Value is reduced by 4. Also, the
Hero’s Combat Value is reduced by 2 during the nextHero
Attack of this Combat.

Double Capacity

Timing: Permanent effect

Each of your available Sacks can hold up to 2
Items (instead of 1).

Redemption

Timing: Anytime effect

Choose one of the following options:

◆ After spending aDwurt token for another effect, heal by 2.
For example: You spend a Dwurt token to modify a roll or to
receive a benefit from another tile, then you use Redemption to
heal by 2.

◆ Receive a Dwurt token.

Azzatir’s Axe

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Before the roll: Youmay spend 1 Dwurt
token to deal 2 additional Damage during the
Hero Attack step.

Forged Power

Timing: Permanent effect

Spend a Dwurt token to use one of the
following effects:

◆ During or outside of Combat: Add 4 to any Hero Roll.

◆ After theMonster-Attack Roll: Subtract 4 from the
Monster’s Combat Value.

◆ Outside of Combat: Receive 1 Move point.

Azzatir’s Prayer

Timing: Outside of Combat

Pay 2 Gold to gain 1 Reputation.

Heavy Crossbow

Timing: First Strike

Before the roll: Youmay spend 1 Dwurt token
to add 4 to your Combat Value.
Also, the Monster’s Combat Value is reduced by 3 during the
nextMonster Attack of this Combat.

Gumran’s Stance

Timing: Permanent effect

Subtract 2 from eachMonster’s Combat
Value of each Combat Round.

Battle Hammer

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Before the roll: Youmay spend 1 Dwurt token
to deal 1 additional Damage during
the Hero Attack step.

Gromir’s Shield

Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

Youmay spend 2 Dwurt tokens to reduce the
Injuries inflicted on you by an additional 3
(for a total reduction of 4, see below).

Reduce the Injuries inflicted on you by 1. Also, subtract 2
from the Hero’s Combat Value during the nextHero Attack
of this Combat.

Skull Crasher

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Before the roll: Youmay spend 1 Dwurt token
to deal 3 additional Damage during
the Hero Attack step.

Additionally, according to the Hero’s Final Combat Value,
the Monster’s Combat Value is reduced by the corresponding
value during the nextMonster Attack of this Combat.
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Dark Edge
Starting Tile

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Elaegris
Starting Tile

Timing: Outside of Combat

Draw 1 Silver card.

Solo Game / Cooperative Game note:Do not add a Silver
card to the Silver cache.

Frost Wand
Starting Tile

Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

Subtract 4 from theMonster’s Combat Value.

Dark Bond

Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

According to the Monster’s Final Combat
Value, add the corresponding value to the
Hero’s Combat Value during the nextHero Attack of this
Combat.

Ice Whip

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Book of Power

Timing: Permanent effect

Anytime you defeat a Monster (even if it was
a Saboteur, Accomplice, Volcano Demon,
etc.), place a Hero token on the Book of Power tile. Youmay
spend these Hero tokens for one of the following effects:

◆ Spend 2 Hero tokens to add 3 to any Hero Roll. Also, if
used during Combat, and it is After the Hero-Attack
Roll, deal 1 additional Damage.

◆ If in Combat, after the Hero-Attack Roll, spend 3 Hero
tokens to deal 4 additional Damage.

Ice Arrow

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Serene Walk

Timing: Outside of Combat

Receive 2 Move points.

Taesiri
Slumber

Timing: Permanent effect

Slumber contains one slot each for Air and
Fire Essences. Youmay place the
corresponding Essence on thematching slot at any time.

For each type of Essence placed on the Slumber tile, the
corresponding Elemental Power does not affect you, i.e.
ignore all effects they normally have on you.

Once placed, an Essence cannot be removed. However, if
Slumber is removed (for any reason) from your Hero board,
all Essences placed on it are immediately returned to the
supply.

Essences placed on Slumber have no value during Final
Scoring.

Ancient Knowledge

Timing: Outside of Combat

Make a Hero Roll: According to its value,
take the depicted Action token and place it
on your Hero board on the corresponding slot
(or even the 4th slot if you choose):

◆ If the Final Value is between 7-10, take a Mining Action
token.

◆ If the Final Value is 11 or more, take a Trade Action
token.

Note: You cannot use Ancient Knowledge if you already
have Action tokens on all 4 of your Action slots.

Elementalist

Timing: Outside of Combat

Elementalist contains one slot for each type
of Elemental Essences. Youmay place the
corresponding Essence on thematching slot at any time.

Use Elementalist to teleport to any hex that contains an
Elemental whosematching Essence is placed on the tile.

Once placed, an Essence cannot be removed. However, if
Elementalist is removed (for any reason) from your Hero
board, all Essences placed on it are immediately returned to
the supply.

Essences placed on Elementalist have no value during Final
Scoring.

Blizzard

Timing: First Strike

Additionally, the attackedMonster must
discard 1 Gaar token (from theMonster’s
supply, not the supply of the Hero controlling the Monster).
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Elaemorphosis
Used only in the Solo/Coop Game
and 2-player game

Timing: Outside of Combat

Discard 2 Silver cards (instead of four) to
gain 1 Gold card.

Solo Game / Cooperative Game note:Do not add a Gold
card to the Gold cache.

Soul Bound
Used only in the 3-4 player game

Timing: Combat Setup, after
the Monster-player is determined

Become theMonster-player.

Immediately reduce your health by 6 and draw a Gold card.
Even if this would kill you, you still control the Monster and
keep the Gold card.

If Taesiri dies due to these Injuries, proceed as if the Death
occurred outside of Combat (Rulebook, page 25).

The Control card that was revealed to determine the
Monster-player is shuffled back to the Control deck (instead
of being discarded).

If a player takes control of the Monster (using a Control card
from their hand), that card is returned to their hand when
Soul Bound is used.

Lesser Healing

Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero Healing
phase

Make a Hero Roll: According to its Final
Value, heal by the corresponding value.

Ice Spear

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Ice Bow

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Malediction

Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

Subtract 3 from theMonster’s Combat Value
and reduce Injuries inflicted on you by 1.

Ritual Dagger

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Additionally, according to the Final Combat
Value, draw a Silver card. Also, heal by the
corresponding value.

Solo Game / Cooperative Game note:Do not add a Silver
card to the Silver cache.

GemMastery

Timing: Outside of Combat

Place any type of Gem on any Gem slot
on your Equipment. For example: You may
place a Ruby Gem on a Sapphire Gem slot.

Dark Grasp

Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

Dark Grasp is a special Combat Ability used
in theMonster Attack phase (instead of the
Hero Attack phase).

According to the Monster’s Final Combat Value, deal Damage
simultaneously when theMonster inflicts Injuries on the
Hero. This can result in both the Hero and theMonster being
killed at the same time. Follow all steps for both the Death of
the Monster and Death of the Hero in Combat.

Caution: If neither the Monster nor the Hero is defeated, the
next Hero Attack phase is completely skipped. Proceed with
the next Combat Round as usual.

Note: If the Monster-player uses any effect from Silver
and/or Gold cards which affects the Hero-player (Curse,
Enhancement, or Power Strike), apply their effects in the
nextHero Attack of this Combat.

Silence

Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

TheMonster-playermay not use neither Gaar
tokens nor Chaos tokens (to play Silver or
Gold cards) during the nextMonster Attack of this Combat.

Ice Storm

Timing:Hero-Attack Roll

Dark Offering

Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

Dark Offering is a special Combat Ability
used in theMonster Attack phase (instead of
the Hero Attack phase).

According to the Monster’s Final Combat Value, deal Damage
simultaneously when theMonster inflicts Injuries on the
Hero. The means theMonster is defeated (regardless of
howmuch Damage they have taken to this point). This can
result in both the Hero and theMonster being killed at the
same time. Follow all steps for both the Death of the
Monster and Death of the Hero in Combat.
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Caution: If neither the Monster nor the Hero is defeated, the
next Hero Attack phase is completely skipped. Proceed with
the next Combat Round as usual.

Notes:

If the Monster-player uses any effect from Silver and/or
Gold cards which affects the Hero-player (Curse,
Enhancement, or Power Strike), apply their effects
during the nextHero Attack of this Combat.

If the Monster dies from the effect, proceed as if the
Monster died normally by dealing Damage.

Rucksack
A Rucksack has 2 virtual slots. Each slot can
store any one Item.

A Rucksack inside of another Rucksack has
no function and provides no additional
virtual slots. Potions and Scroll Cases can be used as
described above, even when placed into the Rucksack.

Some Items allow you to store more Items of a particular
type in one Sack slot.

Special Storage Items are placed on one of your available
Sacks, taking up that space as normal. However, they
provide additional storage (as virtual slots), to the side of the
Storage Item.

Potion Case
A Potion Case has 3 virtual slots. Each slot
can store one Potion, Gaar, Dwurt, Gem, or
Essence.

Scroll Case
A Scroll Case has 3 virtual slots. Each slot
can store one Scroll, Gaar, Dwurt, Gem, or
Essence.

Scrolls

Scroll of Teleportation
Timing: Outside of Combat

Teleport to a hex, up to the depicted number
of hexes away (see Rulebook, page 13).

Scroll of Enhancement
Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

According to the Hero’s Final Combat
Value, deal additional Damage as shown.

Scroll of Fulfillment
Timing: Anytime effect

Gain 1 Gaar token for each one depicted on
the scroll.

Scrolls and Potions are single-use Items. Youmay use them
immediately when gained, or store them for later use. To use
a Scroll or Potion, discard the tile to the appropriate discard
pile to gain its effect.

Scroll and Potion tiles may contain:

1. Illustration

2. Effect

3. Timing icon

4. Purchase and selling price

Remember: Scrolls and Potions without a Timing icon can
only be used outside of Combat.

Special Storage Items

Scrolls and Potions

3.3.

2. 2.4.4.

1. 1.
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Scroll of Concentration
Timing: After any Hero Roll

Add the value shown to your roll.

Healing Scroll
Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero Healing
Phase

Heal by the value shown.

Potions

Potion of Darkness
Timing: Outside of Combat

Draw 1 Gold card.

Potion of Movement
Timing: Outside of Combat

Receive 2 Move points.

Potion of Augury
Timing: Outside of Combat

Choose one of the following options:

◆ Receive 1 Move point.

◆ Secretly look at the top 2 cards of any oneMonster deck,
then return both cards (in any order) to the top or
bottom of the deck, or place 1 card on top of the deck,
and the other on the bottom.

Potion of Invisibility
Timing: Outside of Combat

Receive 2 Move points.

This turn, youmaymove through and/or
endmovement on hexes containingMonsters without
performing a Combat Action.

This effect immediately ends once you perform any other
Action / Free Action .

However, in order to perform the Action / Free Action of the
hex, it must be liberated as usual.

For example: If you use the Potion of Invisibility to move onto
a Place of Trade with a Monster, you cannot perform the Trade
Action there until the hex is liberated.

If you end your turn on a hex with an undefeated Monster, at
the beginning of your next turn, youmust proceed with one
of the following options (before doing anything else):

◆ Perform a Combat Action.

◆ Use Potion of Invisibility again, or if playing as Keleia,
use the Stealth or Shadow Ability to Move from the hex.

Potion of Wisdom
Timing: Outside of Combat

Choose any one of your Hero tiles that were
discarded during Unveiling. Place it beside
your Hero board with your other Unveiled
Hero tiles. From now on, the Ability/Weapon/Shield can be
Trained/purchased as usual.

Potion of Power
Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

Add 2 to the Hero’s Combat Value and deal
2 additional Damage.

Healing Potion
Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero Healing
phase

Heal by the value shown.

Potion of Replenishment
Timing: Anytime Effect

Ready up to 2 exhausted Abilities.

Chests and Flasks are single-use Items. Youmay use them
either immediately when gained, or store them in one of
your Sacks (for later use). To use a Chest or Flask,
discard the tile to the appropriate discard pile to gain the
Gems / Essences depicted.

Chest and Flask tiles contain:

1. Illustration

2. Gems/Essences you gain

3. Purchase and selling price

Chests and Flasks

1.

3. 2.

1.

3. 2.
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There are six types of Armor which you can identify by the
background color (and art):

◆ Leather (green background)

◆Mail (red background)

◆ Plate (blue background)

◆ Dragon (yellow background)

◆ Krak (purple background)

◆ Sunbow (teal background)

Each Armor type also consists of five parts:

In addition to purchase and selling price, Armor tiles may
contain:

1. Once-per-Round effects
(Mining Cart, Move, Healing,
Clover, Damage, Teleport)

2. Permanent effects (Hero
Health, Sack)

3. One ormore Gem slots

There are two types of Jewelry in the game: Rings and
Amulets.

Rings
In addition to the purchase and selling price, one or more
Gem slots, and illustration, a Ring tile may contain:

1. Timing icon

2. Once-per-Round effects

3. Permanent effects

Amulets

You can use the Once-per-Round effect under the Armor set
icon only if your Hero has the required Armor set.

Regardless if you have the Armor set or not, youmay still do
all of the following with an Amulet:

◆ Equip it.

◆ Place and use Gems on it (if it has Gem slots).

◆ Receive its Permanent effect.

In addition to the purchase and selling price, Armor Set icon
with Once-per-Round effect, and illustration, an Amulet tile
may contain:

1. Gem slot

2. Timing icon

3. Permanent effect

Armor

Jewelry

Dragon Krak

Leather Mail Plate

Sunbow

Cuirass Greaves

GauntletsBoots

Helmet

3. 2.

1.

1.

2. 3.

2. 3.

1.1.
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Weapons are the Equipment Items used in Combat. They can
be placed on your Hero slot with a Sword or Axe icon, or
stored in one of your Sacks. AWeapon tile contains the
following information:

1. Timing icon

2. Name

3. Illustration

4. Attack ranges

5. Purchase and selling price

6. Dice symbol

7. Sword or Axe icon

Ruby
Timing: Permanent effect

Increase your MaximumHealth and your current Health by 1.

Amethyst
Timing: Permanent effect

Add 1 to your Sackmodifiers.

Emerald
Timing: After any Hero Roll

Add 1 to the Hero Roll.

Onyx
Timing:During a Mining Action

Draw 3 Natural Resource tiles instead of 1. Choose 1 to keep
and discard the other 2.

Sapphire
Timing: Outside of Combat

Receive 1 Move point.

Opal
Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero Healing
phase

Heal by 1.

Hexesmay depict different terrains (Mountains, Lakes,
and Caves) that each provide corresponding Natural
Resources.

Note:When you sell Raw Euthium, and choose the option
to the right of the slash, choose any 3 different Gems to
take (except Diamond and Demon Stone).

Weapons

Natural Resources

Gems

Gold Ore Pearls Raw Onyx Raw Amethyst

Raw Sapphire Raw Ruby Raw Emerald Raw Opal

Lake Natural Resources

Raw Diamond Raw Demonium Raw Euthium

Cave Natural Resources
Iron Ore Silver Ore Gold Ore Raw Onyx

Raw Amethyst Raw Sapphire Raw Ruby

Mountain Natural Resources

5.

2.

3.

6.

7.

1.

4.

1.

2.

4.

7.

6.

3.

5.
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Diamond
Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero Healing
phase

Heal by 2.

Demon Stone
Timing: Outside of Combat

Draw a Gold card.

Air Essence
Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

TheMonster-player may only roll and
use 1 die for the remainder of Combat.

Usingmore than one Air Essence has no additional effect.

Note: If a hex is influenced by the Air Elemental Power,
the Monster-player ignores all of its effects on their
remaining die.

Earth Essence
Timing: After any Hero Roll

Add 8 to the Hero Roll.

Water Essence
Timing: Outside of Combat / Hero
Healing phase

Heal by 4.

Fire Essence
Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

Deal 3 additional Damage.

There are four types of Elementals in the game:

Each Elemental card contains:

1. Illustration

2. Elemental Power

3. Confrontation ranges
and effects

Elemental Powers

If a hex is influenced bymore than one Elemental of the
same type, only one instance of that Elemental’s Power is
applied.

Air Power
If any dice roll is made (both during or outside
of Combat) on a hex which is influenced by
Air Power, and the rolled dice have different
values, turn the one with the highest value to
the opposite side. If both dice show the same
value, there is no effect.

For example: The player rolls a 4 and a 5. The die with a 5 is
turned to the opposite side to now show a 2.

Earth Power
If any dice roll is made (both during or outside
of Combat) on a hex influenced by Earth
Power, add 2 to the Final Value.

Note: If a hex is influenced by both Air Power and Earth
Power, apply the Air Power first.

Water Power
If youmove to a hex influenced byWater
Power, or you reveal a Map tile which causes
the hex you are on to now be influenced by
Water Power, you Heal 2 Injuries.

Exception: If a hex is influenced by both Water Power and Fire
Power, the effects cancel out.

Fire Power
If youmove to a hex influenced by Fire Power,
or you reveal a Map tile which causes the hex
you are on to now be influenced by Fire
Power, you suffer 2 Injuries.

Exception: If a hex is influenced by both Fire Power and Water
Power, the effects cancel out.

If your Hero dies due to the suffered Injuries, follow the steps
for Death and Resurrection outside of Combat as usual
(see Rulebook, page 25).

Elementals

Essences

EarthAir Water Fire

1. 2.

3.
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Confrontation

Air Elemental
First box: Suffer 3 Injuries. If your Hero
is not killed, take 2 Gold and 1 Gaar
token. Then, youmay Teleport up to 2
hexes away.

Second box: Suffer 2 Injuries. If your
Hero is not killed, draw a Level 2
Treasure and take 1 Gaar token. Then,
youmay Teleport up to 2 hexes away.

Third box:Draw a Level 2 Treasure and take 1 Air Essence.

Earth Elemental
First box:Draw 2Mountain Resource
tiles. Choose one to keep and discard
the other.

Second box:Draw a Level 1 Treasure and
take an Earth Essence.

Water Elemental
First box:Draw a Level 1 Treasure and
take 1Water Essence.

Second box:Draw two Level 2 Treasures
and heal by 2.

Third box:Draw a Level 1 Treasure, take
1 Water Essence, and heal by 12.

Fire Elemental
First box: Suffer 5 Injuries. If your Hero
is not killed, draw a Level 3 Treasure and
take 1 Demon Stone.

Second box: Suffer 3 Injuries. If your
Hero is not killed, draw a Level 3
Treasure and take 1 Fire Essence.

Third box: Suffer 1 Injury. If your Hero is
not killed, take 1 Fire Essence and
1 Diamond.

Silver Cards

Mind Control
Timing: After Monster-Attack Roll

First box: Add 5 to the Monster’s
Combat Value.

Second box: Add 3 to the Monster’s
Combat Value. Additionally, the
Monster-player takes (steals) 1 Gaar
token from the attacking Hero-player.
Add it to the Monster’s supply.

Dwurt note: If the Hero-player is playing as Skoldur, and
they have both Dwurt and Gaar tokens, the Dwurt token
must be destroyed, not the Gaar token taken.

Enhancement
Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

First box: If the Monster’s Final Combat
Value is 6 or more, inflict 1 additional
Injury.

Second box: All Hero Rolls are reduced
by 2 until during step A of the next
Monster Attack Phase of this Combat.
If the Monster’s Final Combat Value is 8
or more, inflict 2 additional Injuries.

Curse
Timing: Before Hero-Attack Roll

First box: All Hero Rolls are reduced by 3
until during step A of the next Monster
Attack Phase of this Combat.

Second box: All Hero Rolls are reduced
by 4 until during step A of the next
Monster Attack Phase of this Combat.
Also, Damage dealt by the Hero is
reduced by 1.

Notes:

Curse cannot be played during a First Strike.

Cursemust be played as the first effect of the Before
Hero-Attack Roll step.

Gold Cards

Soul Control
Timing: Before or After Monster-Attack
Roll

First box: Take a Chaos token, draw a
Silver card, and add 3 to the Monster’s
Combat Value.

Second box: Take two Chaos tokens,
draw a Gold card, and add 5 to the
Monster’s Combat Value.

Third box: Take two Chaos tokens, draw 2 Gold cards, and
add 8 to theMonster’s Combat Value.

Silver & Gold Cards
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Quests - Encounters

Ongoing effect:Until this Combat ends, the Monster-player
may additionally choose to use the Monster’s Gaar tokens
against the Hero (not just for their own rolls). For each Gaar
token spent, the Monster-player re-rolls any one Hero die
and subtracts 2 from the Final Value of that roll. The
Monster-player may do this any number of times (until they
run out of Gaar tokens).

Ongoing Effect - Solo/Coop Game:
Add 2 to theMonster’s Combat Value
for the remainder of Combat.

Power Strike
Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

First box: Inflict 2 additional Injuries. All
Hero Rolls are reduced by 2 until during
step A of the nextMonster Attack Phase
of this Combat.

Second box: TheMonster-player
destroys 2 Gaar tokens that belong to
the attacking Hero-player (they are
discarded). If the Monster’s Final Combat Value is 5 or more,
inflict 4 additional Injuries.

Dwurt note: If the Hero-player is playing as Skoldur, and
they have both Dwurt and Gaar tokens, the Dwurt token
must be destroyed, not the Gaar tokens.

Third box: If the Monster’s Final Combat Value is 3 or more,
inflict 8 additional Injuries.

Healing
Timing: Before Monster-Attack Roll

First box: TheMonster is immediately
healed by 1. Also, add 2 to the Monster’s
Combat Value.

Second box: TheMonster is
immediately healed by 3.

Third box: TheMonster is immediately
healed by 5. Also, add 4 to the Monster’s Combat Value.

Ongoing effect: Starting with the next Combat Round, the
Monster Heals by 1 at the beginning of eachMonster Attack
phase.

If you play additional Healing cards, the Ongoing effect is not
affected, i.e. the Monster is only healed by 1 each phase
regardless of howmany Healing cards are played.

To fulfill the Quest depicted on an Encounter card, your Hero
must be on the corresponding Encounter hex on theMap.
Then, as a Free Action, youmay choose to fulfill the Quest if
youmeet the requirements as depicted on the card. If you do,
gain the Reward listed, take the Encounter card, and place it
face down near your Hero board (for Final Scoring).

Rewards are distributed to players depending on what is
shown in the Reward box:

◆ If “Each Hero token” is written to the left of a Reward,
each player who has a Hero Token placed on the
Encounter card receives that Reward for each Hero token
they have on that card.

◆ If “All Heroes” is written to the left of a Reward, when
fulfilled, every player (including the fulfilling player)
receives the depicted effect.

◆ If “Fulfilling” is written to the left of a Reward, or there
is no textwritten at all, i.e. there is a Reward depicting
only symbols, only the player who fulfilled the Quest
receives that Reward.

Encounters - Chapter I

Emissary
Each time you liberate a hex as
requested on the Encounter card,
i.e. you defeat a Monster on requested
location, place one of your Hero tokens
on the Encounter card.

Note:More than one token from the
same Hero can be placed on this
Encounter card.

To fulfill: Youmust have a Hero token
on the Encounter card.

To fulfill:Discard 1 of the depicted
potions, i.e. other than aHealing Potion.

To fulfill:Discard 1 of the depicted
Gems.

To fulfill:Discard any 2 Healing Potions
(the same or different).

Location

Quest
requirements

Reward
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Hunter
To fulfill:Discard 1 of the Trophies
depicted on the Encounter card.

Reward clarification:Draw 2 Hunter
Reward tiles. Choose one to keep
and discard the other. Also, gain
1 Reputation.

Priest
Each time you bring Supplies to a
requested location depicted on the
Encounter card, place one of your Hero
tokens on the Encounter card.

Gain Supplies tile: If your Hero is on a
hex depicting a Priest, as a Free Action,
take a Supplies tile. Place it face up
(depicting the -1 Sackmodifier)
in one of your Sacks. This -1 Sack
modifier applies even though the

Supplies tile is in a Sack (unlike Equipment). Mark this by
placing a Grey Sack tile on one of your other Sacks.
Effectively, the Supplies tile takes up 2 Sacks when face up.

You can carry multiple
Supplies tiles at the same
time, and performmultiple
Free Actions to take them, if
you have space to store them.

Supplies tiles are limited. If they run out, youmust wait until
one is returned to the supply to acquire one.

To bring Supplies, perform the following steps:

1. Move your Hero onto the requested hex (as depicted on
the Encounter card).

2. Flip the Supplies tile on your Hero board, showing the
grey illustration of an empty box. The -1 Sackmodifier
is no longer applied; return the Gray Sack tile from your
Hero board back to the supply.

3. Place 1 of your Hero tokens on the Encounter card.

4. Go back to the Priest hex and return the Supplies tile
from your Hero board face up back to the supply.

Note:More than one token from the same Hero can be
placed on this Encounter card.

To fulfill: Youmust have a Hero token on the Encounter card.

Unique to this Quest:Only 1 Encounter card (instead of 2) is
revealed for the Priest Encounter.

Notes:

If you have one or more face-up Supplies tiles in your
Sack when the Quest is fulfilled, youmay choose to either
return them back to the supply now, or keep it for a
possible future Priest Quest.

If you have one or more face-down Supplies tiles in your
Sack when the Quest is fulfilled, return them back to the
supply.

Survivors
To fulfill:Discard two Level 1 Monster
Trophies.

Note: You can discard Level 1 Elite
Monster cards instead of Level 1
Monster cards.

To fulfill: Pay 6 Gold (return it to the
supply).

To fulfill:Discard any number of
Weapons and/or Shields (equipped or
not) that have a combined total purchase
price of 5 or more Gold.

To fulfill:Use any number of healing
effects (Items and/or Abilities) that
would combine together for a total heal
by 5 (or more). Your Hero does not heal
any Injuries from these effects.

Youmust provide all of the healing at once.

If you heal more than by 5 (when fulfilling this Quest), the
extra does not carry over to heal your Hero.
For example: Áel uses Treatment to heal 3 Injuries, then discards
a Healing Scroll to heal another 3 Injuries. This results in a total
healing of 6. Áel’s fulfills the Quest, but she recovers zero Health.

Defeat the Accomplice
at Alchemists / the
Saboteur at Merchants
to place one of your
Hero tokens on the
Encounter card.

Note: If a Survivors Encounter card already has your Hero
token placed on it, you cannot fight the Accomplice
or Saboteur again.

To fight the Accomplice/Saboteur, your Heromust be on the
hex with a requested Place of Trade (as depicted on the
Encounter card). Then, choose to perform a Combat Action.

If you defeat the Accomplice/Saboteur during this Combat,
gain the Reward on the reverse side of the card. Then, place
one of your Hero tokens on the Encounter card. Youmay
never fight the Accomplice/Saboteur twice.

If you do not defeat the Accomplice/Saboteur in this Combat,
follow the steps for Death and Resurrection during Combat
as usual (see Rulebook, page 25).

Note: You cannot take the Accomplice/Saboteur card as a
Trophy, if you defeat them.

To fulfill: Youmust have a Hero token on the Encounter card.

Face up Face down
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Encounters - Chapter II

Blacksmith
To fulfill:Discard 1 of the depicted
Natural Resources.

Druid
To fulfill:Discard 1 of the depicted
Essences.

To fulfill:Discard 2 Gaar tokens.

Weaponsmith
To fulfill:Discard 1 of the depicted
Natural Resources.

Reward clarification:Draw 2
Weaponsmith Reward tiles, choose
one to keep, then discard the other.
Also, gain 1 Reputation.

Encounters - Chapter III

Dwarf
To fulfill:Discard 1 of the depicted
Natural Resources.

To fulfill:Discard the depicted Natural
Resource or the two depicted Gems.

Lord
Immediately after a Lord Encounter
card is revealed, find the corresponding
Character card (as stated in the Quest
requirements), and place it face up next
to the Encounter card.

Interact with the Character (using the
corresponding Character card) to place
one of your Hero tokens on the
Encounter card.

Note: If a Lord Encounter card already has your Hero
token placed on it, you cannot interact with the
corresponding Character again.

To interact with a Character, perform the following steps:

1. Your Heromust be on the required hex stated on the
Encounter card.

2. Roll two dice. This is not considered to be a Hero Roll,
and you cannotmodify the roll in any ways. Elemental
Powers still affect the dice roll as if it was a Hero Roll.

3. According to the Final Value of the roll, gain the
corresponding Reward depicted on the right of the
Character card. If Injuries or a loss of Gold is depicted on
the Character card (to the left of the corresponding
Reward), youmust first reduce your health and/or lose
Gold before gaining the Reward.

4. Place one of your Hero tokens on the Encounter card.

To fulfill: Youmust have a Hero token on the Encounter card.

1. Captive
Required hex to interact with the Character: Your Hero
must be on the hex just liberated by you that originally
contained the Level 2 Monster (or Level 2 Elite Monster).

2. Spy
Required hex to interact with the Character: Your Hero
must be on the Dragonslayer Towers (at the center of the
Special tile).
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In the second box, choose one of the following options:

◆ Pay 2 Gold (return it to the supply).

◆ Suffer 2 Injuries.

If your Hero is killed during interacting with the Spy, do
not take the Reward from the Character card and do not
place your Hero token on the Encounter card. Then,
follow the steps for Death and Resurrection outside of
Combat as usual (see Rulebook, page 25).

3. Cutthroat
Required hex to interact with the Character: Your Hero
must be on a Treasure hex of the depicted Level and your
current Healthmust be at least what is shown.

4. Robber
Required hex to interact with the Character: Your Hero
must be on the givenMining hex and youmust have at
least as much Gold as shown.

Note:Do not pay the Gold shown on the Encounter
card, you only need to have it in your possession
when entering theMining hex. Youmust still pay
Gold if required by the Character card.

Mercenaries
Reward clarification: Gain the depicted
Reputation. Then, choose any
non-liberated hex with a Level 2
Monster (not a Level 2 Elite Monster)
and place the appropriate token on that
hex (Hero, Trade, or 2 Interaction
tokens). Gain the Loot from the hex.
The hex is considered to be liberated for
the remainder of the game.

Notes:

If the liberated hex contains Treasure, draw the
corresponding Treasure tile.

If the liberated hex is stated on the Emissary Encounter
card, place your Hero token on the Emissary Encounter
card.

If the liberated hex is a Mining hex, do not draw the
Natural Resource tile. Youmust perform aMining Action
as usual when on the hex.

To fulfill:Discard any number of Leather Armor tiles which
have a combined total value of 6 or more Gold.

To fulfill:Discard any
number and any type
of Armor tiles which
have a combined total
value of 7/9 or more
Gold.

To fulfill:Discard 1 of the depicted Armor
parts.

Thieves
Reward clarification: Gain the depicted
Reputation, Gems, and Treasure tiles.
In addition, take 1 Badge token. Outside
of Combat (anytime during your turn),
youmay discard a Badge token to steal,
i.e. take for free, any number of Items
that have a combined total purchase
price of 6 or less Gold from one Offer of
your choice.

Youmay spendmore
than one Badge tokens at the same time. In
that case, you can steal Items from one Offer
that have a combined total purchase price of
up to the total value of all used Badge tokens.

For example: If you spend 2 Badge tokens, you may steal
any number of Items that have a total purchase price of 12
or less Gold.

Do not refill empty slots with new tiles until after you decide
to stop using Thieves Badge tokens (and their effects) this
turn.

For each spent Badge token, lose 1 Reputation.

Notes:

Unused value from Badge tokens is lost if not used at once.

You can only steal from an Offer that corresponds to an
already revealed Place of Trade on theMap.
For example: If there are no Alchemists revealed on the Map
(liberated or not), you cannot steal anything from the
Alchemists Offer.

To fulfill:Discard 1 depicted Item (aWeapon/Shield,
a Ring, or an Amulet) and a Level 2 Monster Trophy.

Note: You can discard a Level 2 Elite Monster card instead
of a Level 2 Monster card.

Badge token
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To fulfill:Discard any
Lake Resource tile
and 1 depicted Item
(aWeapon/Shield or
a Ring).

Witch
To fulfill:Discard 1 of the depicted
Trophies.

Witch Reward tiles
- Dark Amulets
(used only in the 2-4 player game)

Dark Amulets follow the
same rules as other
Amulets in the game.

Your hand limit for Silver and Gold cards is
increased to 7 (instead of 5).

The following Dark Amulets can only be used if you are the
Monster-player:

At the beginning of Combat,
draw 1 additional Silver card.

At the beginning of Combat,
take 1 additional Gaar token.

At the beginning of Combat,
take 1 additional Chaos token.

TheMonster starts Combat with one
additional Health. As a reminder, place the
Monster Health token on theMonster card.

Note: As a reminder to use the Dark Amulet in Combat,
you can place a Gaar, Chaos, or Monster Health token on
the tile (while the Amulet is equipped). During Combat,
place the token beside the Monster card. At the end of
Combat, return the token to the Dark Amulet tile.

Encounters - Chapter IV

Adventurer
To fulfill:Discard the depicted Gem or
Essence.

All Heroes Reward:

Draw 1 Gold card.

Suffer 3 Injuries.

Heal by 2.

Heal by 4.

Only the fulfilling player gains the second part of the
Reward.

If the fulfilling Hero dies due to Injuries suffered as a part of
the Reward, they still fulfill the Quest and gain the rest of the
Reward. Then, follow the steps for Death and Resurrection
outside of Combat as usual (see Rulebook, page 25).

If another Hero dies due to Injuries suffered as a part of the
Reward, follow these steps:

1. The player who fulfilled the Quest takes one Hero token
from the killed Hero and places it onto their own Hero
board (somewhere on the Hero illustration).

2. The dead Hero is placed in the Church.

3. They are restored to MaximumHealth.

4. They take 3 Gaar tokens.

5. They draw 1 Gold card.

Sorcerer
To fulfill:Discard 1 of the Trophies
depicted on the Encounter card.

To fulfill:Discard 1 Raw Demonium.

To fulfill: “Become” aMonster by
controlling a Level 3 Monster (as a
Monster-player) and fight another Level
3 Monster (controlled by another player
as normal). Do not use a Combat Action.

Note: In the following rules, “Hero-player” refers to the
player that is fulfilling the Quest (who “becomes” a
Monster).
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Before the Combat starts, follow these steps:

◆ Determine the (other) Monster-player as usual.

◆ Both theMonster-player and the Hero-player draw
Level 3 Monster cards and take Silver and Gold cards,
Chaos tokens, and Gaar tokens depicted in the bar below
the name of the Monster.

Proceed with Combat as usual with the following changes:

◆ There is no First Strike or Hero Healing Phases.
TheMonster-player attacks first as usual.

◆ Instead of the Hero Attack Phase, the Hero-player plays
a Monster Attack Phase using their drawnMonster card.

◆ Except for the Dark Amulet (if it is equipped), both
players may only use the resources of their Monster,
i.e. Silver and Gold cards from their hand, Chaos tokens,
and Gaar tokens.

◆ Clover symbols that are depicted on all effects (from
Monster, Silver, and Gold cards) are considered to be
Rabbit’s Foot symbols during this Combat.

◆ The Curse card can be played as a first effect during
the Before Monster-Attack Roll step.

◆ If any player plays the Soul Control card, the Ongoing
effect means that for each Gaar token they spend, they
re-roll any one of the other player’s dice and subtract 2
from its Combat Value.

◆ The Die of Hope is not used during this Combat.

If the Monster controlled by the Hero-player is defeated, it
means that the player’s Hero is killed as well. Follow the
steps for Death and Resurrection during Combat as usual
(see Rulebook, page 25).

Reward clarification: The Hero-player receives the depicted
Reward that corresponds to winning or losing the Combat,
i.e. even if you die, you still receive the Reward.

Note: If the Hero-player defeated the (other) Monster:

◆ Do not take the Reward from the reverse side of the
Monster card you defeated.

◆ The Hero-player’s Monster is placed on top of the
appropriate deck.

◆ You cannot take theMonster card as a Trophy.

Elemental Ritual
Initial requirements:Discard 1 of each
for Earth, Air, Water, and Fire Essences.

Destroyed Library
Initial requirements:Discard 1 Raw
Euthium.

Dark Magic Barrier
Initial requirements:Deal 12 Damage
to the DarkMagic Barrier, do not use a
Combat Action.

To gain an Artifact, youmust attack the
DarkMagic Barrier by performing a
First Strike, and one (or more) Hero
Attack Phases. If your Hero is at the
center of the DarkMagic Barrier tile, as
a Free Action, perform the following
steps:

1. Discard 1 Fire Essence (without receiving its effect).
Other Fire Essencesmay be used as usual.

2. Perform a normal First Strike, placing Damage tokens on
the Legend card for the Damage dealt.

3. Perform a normal Hero Attack Phase, placing Damage
tokens on the Legend card for the Damage dealt.

4. If you dealt a total of 11 or less Damage, youmay repeat
steps 1 and 3 any number of times (if able).

The attack against the DarkMagic Barrier ends after 12 or
more Damage has been dealt, or you stop discarding Fire
Essences.

◆ If you dealt a total of 12 or more Damage, you
successfully fulfill the Quest and take the Artifact.

◆ If you were unable to deal at least 12 Damage, you fail
fulfilling the Quest. Do not take the Artifact. Also,
remove all Damage tokens placed on the Legend card.
Any Hero (including you) may attempt to fulfill this
Quest again.

Enemy Territory
Initial Requirements: One after
another, defeat 3 Level 2 Monsters. Use
only one Combat Action, but perform 3
full Combats (each including First
Strike step).

At the beginning of the first Combat,
determine theMonster-player who
stays the same for all three Combats.
Immediately after defeating a Monster,
gain the Reward from theMonster card,

then proceed with Combat against the next Monster. For
each Combat, follow the standard rules.

Quests - Legends
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Event: In each Offer (of all Places of
Trade), flip the two bottom tiles face
down. Both the slots and tiles are
unavailable to be changed or
purchased. Once the Event is discarded,
flip all of these tiles face up again.

Invoked DefenseMagic:During a Trade
Action (or at any other time you can
gain tiles from the Offer), the face down
tiles are flipped face up again (in the

Offer of the Place of Trade you are at only). Perform your
Trade Action as normal. Once you are finished, flip the two
bottom tiles of the Offer face down again (regardless if they
are the same that were flipped originally).

Event: Youmay not teleport by using
Portals on theMap. Youmay still
teleport using other effects.

Invoked DefenseMagic: Youmay use
Portals as usual.

Event: In all Places of Trade, as well as
in the Church, for each Gold paid, heal
only by 3 (instead of the normal
amount).

Invoked DefenseMagic: For each Gold
paid, heal by the normal amount.

Event:Whenever your Hero uses a
Portal, or enters an Encounter hex or a
Place of Trade, they immediately suffer
2 Injuries.

Invoked DefenseMagic: Youmay use
Portals and enter hexes with
Encounters and Places of Trade without
suffering any Injuries.

Event:Neither Gaar nor Dwurt tokens
may be used for modifying any rolls
(while in or out of Combat). Youmay
use them for their other effects as
usual.

Invoked DefenseMagic: Youmay use
Gaar and Dwurt tokens as usual.

Event: To enter a hex withMountains, a
Lake or a Cave, youmust spend 2Move
points (instead of 1). If you cannot pay
the cost, youmay not move there.

Invoked DefenseMagic: Follow the
standard rules whenmoving on the
Map.

Note: Because you gain the Reward right after defeating
one of the three Monsters, it can happen you will exceed
35 Reputation at some point during fulfilling the Quest.
In that case, you will not gain anymore Rewards (from
theMonster card).

If your Hero dies during any one of the Combats, do not take
the Artifact, and follow the standard rules for Death and
Resurrection during Combat (see Rulebook, page 25). Any
Hero (including you) may attempt to fulfill this Quest again
by defeating all 3 Monsters (regardless of howmany were
defeated in previous attempts by any player).

Necromancer’s Lair
Initial requirements:Discard a Level 3
Trophy and a Demon Stone.

Volcano Demon
Initial requirements:Defeat the
Volcano Demon in Combat. Use the
attributes on the Legend card. If you are
killed, follow the standard rules for the
Death and Resurrection during Combat.
In that case, do not take the Artifact.
Any Hero (including you) may attempt
to fulfill this Quest again. Do not take
this card as a Trophy.

Event Cards (The Threat of Mirrezil Scenario)
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Event: Youmay not use the effects of
Gems which are placed on Equipment
tiles.

Reduce your MaximumHealth and
Current Health by 1 for every Ruby you
have placed on Equipment. This may
kill you. In that case, follow the
standard rules for Death and
Resurrection outside of Combat
(see Rulebook, page 25).

Reduce the number of your Sacks by 1 for each Amethyst you
have placed on Equipment.

Note: The sum of your Sackmodifiers may never be less
than -3. If this is ever the case, youmust unequip some
Armor.

Invoked DefenseMagic:Use the effects of Gems placed on
your Equipment tiles as usual.

When playing a competitive scenario or the Solo Game in
Euthia, each player may choose to take an Achievement
Sheet during setup. Write your name at the top, you will use
this same sheet during all of your future games!

Achievement Types:

◆ At the end of the game: Achievements are checked only
after the game has concluded. If the conditions of an
Achievement aremet during Final Scoring, “check-off”
that Achievement.

◆ During the game: Achievements are checked during the
game. As soon as a condition is met, immediately
“check-off” that Achievement.

Note:Multiple Achievements can be “checked-off”
during the same game.

Achievement Sheet

Achievement Sheet
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Reputation: Gain or lose depicted Reputation.

Gold:

◆ Take or pay Gold.

◆ Special use of Gold during Trade:

Healing Potion: Take a Healing potion tile.

Gaar:

◆ Used to adjust die rolls.

◆ Take, discard, or use a Gaar token for an effect.

Dwurt:

◆ Used to adjust die rolls.

◆ Take, discard, or use a Dwurt token for an
effect.

Silver Card:

◆ Used when controlling the Monster.

◆ Draw or discard a Silver card for an effect.

Gold Card:

◆ Used when controlling the Monster.

◆ Draw or discard a Gold card for an effect.

Chaos:Used to play Silver and Gold cards.

Silver and Gold Card Costs: To gain the
associated effect (in the same box on the card),
discard a Chaos token, and a number of identical
cards as depicted.

Move:

◆ Receive Move Points.

◆ Number of hexes the Golem canmove (Walking
Destruction scenario, Rampage cards).

Teleport: Teleport up to the value shown.

Air Essence: TheMonster-player uses only one die
for the remainder of Combat.

Air Elemental Power: If the dice show different
values, turn the one with the highest value
to the opposite side.

Mining Cart:Draw 3 Natural Resources of the
appropriate type. Choose one to keep and discard
the others.

Symbols and Icons
Book Symbol:Unveil Hero tiles.

Changing the Offer: Change the Offer at the visited
Place of Trade.

Monster:Difficulty level 1

Monster:Difficulty level 2

Monster:Difficulty level 3

Elite Monster:Difficulty level 1

Elite Monster:Difficulty level 2

Elite Monster:Difficulty level 3

Immunity: An Elite Monster is immune to any
effects from the Hero other than Damage.

Skull: AHero or Monster is killed. Proceed as
described for the specific case.

Clover:Modify the Hero Roll by the value shown.

Rabbit’s Foot:Modify the Monster’s Combat Value
by the value shown.

Injury symbol with just a number (no + or -):
Reduce the Hero’s Health by the value shown.

Injury symbol with a “+” before the number: If the
Monster inflicts at least 1 Injury during theMonster
Attack Phase (before adding in the + and - Injuries),
inflict additional Injuries as shown.

Injury symbol with a “-” before the number:
Reduce the Injuries inflicted on the Hero by the
value shown, but not below zero.

Damage symbol with just a number (no + or -):
Deal Damage to the Monster equal to the value
shown.

Damage symbol with a “+” before the number:
If the Hero deals at least 1 Damage (before adding
in the + and - Damage), deal additional Damage
as shown.

Damage symbol symbol with a “-” before
the number: Reduce the Damage dealt to the
Monster by the value shown, but not below zero.

Training costPurchase
and selling price

Natural Resource
selling price
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Hero Healing:Heal by the value shown.

Heal toMaximumHealth: Restore your Hero to
MaximumHealth.

Monster Healing:Monster heals by the value
shown.

Hero Health: Increase your MaximumHealth by the
value shown.

Monster Health: Indicates the Health of a Monster.

Sack:Modify the number of Sacks.

Success

Failure

Symbol of the Thieves Encounter

Theft: Steal (i.e. take for free) any Items from one
chosen Offer, worth the value of up to the value
depicted.

Questionmark:

◆ Encounter hex

◆ Scoring for collected Quests

Slash symbol: Choose an option on the left or on
the right of the Slash symbol.

Note: There is also a horizontal variant of the
Slash symbol. In that case, choose an option
above or below the symbol.

Actions

Mining Action

Trade Action

Combat Action

Hero tiles

Weapon, Shield

First StrikeWeapon

Ability

First Strike Ability

Dice: Roll two dice for performing the effect.

Note: Except for the Hero tiles, the symbol is also
depicted onMonster, Elite Monster, Character, and
Elemental cards.

Wolf head: The effect depends on theMonster’s
Final Combat value.

Dragonwith a cross: The tile cannot be used in
Combat against Dragons.

Note: Except for the Hero tiles, the Dragon with a cross
symbol is also depicted on some Amulet tiles.

Triangle: Armor set of 3 parts or more is needed to
use the effect.

Square: Armor set of 4 parts or more is needed to
use the effect.

Pentagon: Armor set of 5 parts is needed to use the
effect.

Note: Except for the Hero tiles, the Triangle, Square, and
Pentagon symbols are also depicted on some Amulet tiles.

Timing icons
A permanent effect that always applies. The tile
is not exhausted when used.

An effect that can be used both during Combat
or outside of Combat.

If a Healing effect has this Timing icon,
it can be used anytime outside of Combat.
However, during Combat, it can only be used
during the Hero Healing Phase.

An effect that can be used during Combat Setup.

This icon is on First StrikeWeapons / Ability tiles.
They are used during a First Strike.

This icon is onWeapons and Combat Ability tiles
which are used in the Hero-Attack Roll step
of the Hero Attack Phase.

The effect can be used in the Before
Monster-Attack Roll step of the Monster Attack
Phase.

The effect can be used in both the Before
Monster-Attack Roll or After Monster-Attack Roll
steps of the Monster Attack Phase.

The effect can be used in the After Monster-Attack
Roll step of the Monster Attack Phase.

The effect can be used in the BeforeHero-Attack Roll
step of theHero Attack Phase.

The effect can be used in the After Hero-Attack Roll
step of the Hero Attack Phase.
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Map Setup
FixedMap tiles

EncounterMap tiles

ScenarioMap tiles

Note: The three top parts are color-coded for a specific
scenario.

OtherMap tiles

Hero Icons and Colors

Áel (white)

Dral (blue)

Keleia (yellow)

Maeldur (red)

Skoldur (black)

Taesiri (violet)

Number of Players
One-player icon

Two-player icon

Three-player icon

Four-player icon

Final Scoring

Hero token

Interaction token

Trade token

Note: Except for the Final Scoring, the Hero token,
Interaction token, and Trade token symbols are also
depicted on some Encounter and Reference cards.

Other Hero token: TheMonster-player receives a
defeated Hero-player’s Hero token.

Questionmark: Scoring for collected Quests

Crown: Scoring for collected Bounty cards

Note: A Crown symbol is also a part of Elite Monster
symbols.

Hero Board

Helmet

Cuirass

Greaves

Boots

Gauntlets

Ring

Amulet
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